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the greateat electromotive force of polarisation wbich

CU theetoye can produce, and IR the resistance of
the"llUit% hecunrent C will be given by the equita-

C = E-e.

R

W',a battery, which is flot sufficiently powerful to
d6e"'Pose anl electrolyte, is connected with platinumn

Peto insented in the liquid, a transient current
th. s, Polanising the electrodes, and the passage of
t0 th pais aîssociated with a tranference of the ions

eft ltium plates. There is, in fact, no evidence
oh Padsage of any quantity of electricity through

1electrolyte uliaccompanied .by the transfer of a
tore8pofldin., arnount of the ions. But tbough the
thelsitony current from the batteny is associated with
trodtculnulation of tbe ions upon the platinuna elec-
th 8 ) slt does not follow that the battery bas perfonmede'Weork of tearing asunder tbe electrolyte into its
ctuente The molecules of every îiquid must be

aeaeas m oving about among each other, the
rag le ergy of the molecules egprfcl

detiute bein pefcl
1ba d dpending only on the temperature.

Of tOugh th e avelage energy is definite, the enengy
thuiFaividual it molecules may vary without limit, and
fat iniay bappen that two molecules moving with

nore thail the average energy may corne into collisionalthesbock
ThrU3 may split thema into tbeir individual

'Qttl th se atoms will move on by themselves
hini ey Meet with othens with which they can com-

Yt~ reforming molecailes of the electrolyte. The
theus SeParated are said to be " dissociated," and

with tetcae of dIssociated atoms present increaseshe terulPerature on account of the increase in theaeage n,
Iver e U7 of the moving molecules. Thus, in
then eectrolYte thene is always a detinite fraction of
thle f omnPound in a state of dissociation, and
!batt et of ,Wi1l increase with the tempenature. A

ioi8 ry "Y tenefore, be capable of sepanatingy these

P'Diti utdoing the work of decornposing the com-todiffenet ha 2 yt ud h dfeetcnttet
orle feolIt destinations. If we suppose each atom of

4tor of eh to be electrified positively, and eachtive eharIl Othen to bave a precisely equal, but nega-
the plath the electnomotv force actingr between

trifid umelectrodes wvil urge the positively elec-
the onslitituêlnt from the anode to tbe kathode, and
dit "gativelY electified constituent in the opposite
the eioni Thls goes on on until the accumulation of

i4 ctred aun upon the surface of the electrodes
at OPPosing electromotive force equal to

Ilî~ h batteny, and stops the current. If the
act fthe batteny is so great as to allow of the

48~celât at0 1 of the ions in sufficient quantity, the
'Ve ato1'a5 combine into ordinary molecules of sil-

P. 'nh",i etc., but this only takes place when the
ilf teehof Plbiaton is equal to the energy developed

eah tio of one electro-chemical equivalent
'WCD ofltituents.

Il th the5 sa e battery is employed to send a cur-jýk ro1 ~ several electrolytes in succession, the
'4ýf1 ',;Of the battery must be equal to the sum of the

rie e feoe"8 81  for the decomposition of the elec-
th eectrceeds that necessary for the decomposition of
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battery is employed in heating the liquid according to,
Joule's law.

As ail the electricity which crosses and electrolyte
bas to be carried by the ions, and each atom carrnes a
definite charge, we see at once a reason for Faraday's
law of electro-chemical equivalents. Also it is dlean
that the greater the number of dissociated atoms in
a liquid the grreater will be the cunrent conveyed in
obedience to a given E.M.F., that is, the greater will
be the conductivity of the electrolyte. But, the pen-
centa-@ of dissociatod atoms increases with the tom-
peratune. Hence the conductivities of electrolytes
may be expected to increase with the temperature, and
expeniment proves that they do so in a rapid ratio.
In metallic conductors it is the resistance which is
incneased by increase of temperature.

If a plate of copper and a plate of amalgamated zinc
aie dipped in dilute sulphuric acid and connected by
a wire, a cunrent flows round the circuit, the zinc is
dissolved and hydrogen escapes, but the hydrogen is
not evolved from the surface of the zinc ; it passes
through the acid and appears upon the surface of the
copper plate thus becomes coated with a layer of
nascent hydrogen. When the accumulation of gs on
the plate is considenable, bubbles of ordinary hydrogen
will be formed, and escape, and the rate at which such
bubbles are formed increases with the amount of the
gas accumulated on the plate. ilence, if a strong
curnent is evolving hydrogen very napidly, the arnount
to be found ou the copper plate will be considerable
and increase sornewhat with the cunrent. The coppen
plate thus becomes polarised, like the platinum plates
describcd above ; it is practically converted into a
hydrogen plate instead of a copper plate, and as the
E.M.F. of a battery, consisting of zinc and hydrogen
plates dipped in sulphuric acid, is much less than that
of a zinc-copper couple, the E.M.F. of the battery is
corresponding ly reduced while the resistance of the
battery is increased on account of the layer of badly
conducting hydrogen adhering to the copper plate.
Thus, the polarization of the plates of a battery redaces
the E.M.F. of the battery, but increases its resistance.

Smee reduced the polarization by replacing the
copper plates with Ri1ver plates coited with finely
divided platinuin. This bittery ha-s a slightly gpeater
E.M.F. than the copper zinc b'ittery, and the particles
of platinurn projectingy from the silver act as point, and
assist the liberation of the gaseous hydrogren.

The essential. feature of a so-called constant battery
is that the E.M.F. is the same, whatever be the inagii-
tude of the current flowing through it, that is, whether
the nesistance of the external circuit be great or little.
It is, in fact, a battery which does not polarise. No
batteries are absolutely constant. In expenimenting
with a certain one fluid battery it was found that when
the resistance of the circuit was 10,000 Ohms the
E.M.F. was more than 1.6 Volts, but on neducing the
resistance and thus incneasing the cunrent, the E.M.F.
fell, and when the resistance of the circuit was about
10 Ohms the E.M.F. was reduced to 1-2 Volts. Thene
are many batteries in which the polarization is much
worse than this.

Some one-fluid batteries, have been constructed in
which the hydrogen is employed at once in a secondary
chemnical, action, and is thus pnevented from. accurnulat-


